JUNEAU INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (JNU)
SECURITY IDENTIFICATION DISPLAY AREA (SIDA) TEST
USE SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET: DO NOT MARK ON THIS TEST
1.

What does this picture represent at JNU?

a)
b)
c)
d)

135AOA
SIDA
EA
DA

2.

Referring to the correct answer in Question #1: What does the acronym stand
for?
a) 135Air Operations Area
b) Security Identification Display Area
c) Escort Area
d) Departure Area

3.

What areas are included in the SIDA at JNU?
a) Air Cargo areas of the AOA
b) Baggage makeup area
c) Part 121 air carrier ramp
d) All of the above

4.

What does an “EA” designation on a JNU badge mean?
a) Environmental Authority
b) Emergency Authority
c) Escort Authority
d) Emergency Aircraft
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5.

Which statement about EA badge designation is incorrect?
a) EA means that the person being escorted does not need to be screened or
searched.
b) EA badge designation is only required in the Secured (SIDA/Sterile)
areas.
c) EA is required for escorting a contractor or vendor in the Secured
(SIDA/Sterile) areas.
d) EA is required for escorting a new employee in the Secured(SIDA/Sterile)
areas during their training period.

6.

What is “Positive Escort”?
a) It is the opposite of negative escort.
b) It means that the person under escort must be within sight and within
hearing range of the person providing the escort.
c) It means that the person providing the escort is certain (or “positive”) of
the identity of the individual that they are escorting.
d) It means that escort authority has been transferred to another badged
individual with escort authority.

7.

This picture shows commercial air taxi. What area does this represent on the
JNU airfield?

a)
b)
c)
d)

135AOA
SIDA
Sterile Area
General Aviation
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8.

Referring to Question #7: What type of badge(s) would be required to be in
this area with unescorted access?
a) 135AOA
b) SIDA
c) Departure Area
d) a) or b)

9.

What is required prior to obtaining a SIDA badge at JNU?
a) Badge application form.
b) Two forms of identification.
c) Fingerprint criminal history records check or proof of a check.
d) All of the above.

10.

Who can deny issuance of a JNU badge to an individual?
a) The TSA.
b) The Airport.
c) Both a) and b)
d) No one; badges will always be issued, but access can be denied.

11.

Where is the “Secured Area” at JNU?
a) All areas of the airfield which require identification media to be displayed.
b) The SIDA and Sterile (Departure Lounge) areas of the Airport.
c) Everything within the perimeter fence of the Airport.
d) The 135AOA area of the Airport.

12.

What are “Challenge Procedures”?
a) Process by which an Airport badgedindividual is required to approach,
make contact or point out another individual who is not displaying
appropriate airportapproved identification media in the SIDA, 135AOA
or other controlled areas.
b) Process by which the Airport randomly questions JNU badgedindividuals
about security at the Airport (as a part of continuous security training).
c) Process by which a TSA agent randomly questions JNU badged
individuals on security at the Airport (as a part of continuous security
training).
d) None of the above.
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13.

What would you do if you found an individual in the SIDA or 135AOA area
who is not displaying identification media?
a) Nothing, the SIDA and 135AOA area do not require identification media.
b) Request that individual produce a valid JNU badge or credential.
c) Ask for their driver’s license.
d) Let them board their aircraft; they are probably just a passenger.

14.

If you find an unauthorized, unescorted individual in the SIDA area or 135
AOA area, what action should you take?
a) Challenge the individual.
b) Escort the individual out of the SIDA or 135AOA area.
c) Notify the LEO.
d) All of the above

15.

What quick reference(s) would you look for on a JNU badge or airline crew
credential to ensure it is valid at the JNU Airport?
a) Picture on the badge that matches the individual.
b) Expiration date is current.
c) Name of individual and their company name.
d) All of the above

16.

Which form(s) of ID media would be valid at the JNU Airport in the SIDA?
a) Airline crew credentials
b) JNU SIDA badge
c) Federal credentials
d) All of the above

17.

Badge Responsibility includes all of the following except:
a) Never lend out your badge to anyone.
b) Ensure no one gains illegal entry into the SIDA or 135AOA area when
entering or exiting the SIDA/135AOA area.
c) When a group of JNUbadged employees is entering the SIDA or 135
AOA area, only the first individual needs to swipe their access media.
d) Badges must be worn on the outermost clothing and above the waist.

18.

Why must a lost or stolen badge be reported immediately?
a) So the Airport can help look for it.
b) So you do not have to keep borrowing another individual’s badge.
c) To prevent the possibility of an illegal entry by an unauthorized person.
d) All of the above
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19.

What does an individual need to be cautious of when transiting on an airfield
ramp?
a) Aircraft and vehicles
b) Jet blast and prop wash
c) Turning propellers and flying debris
d) All of the above

20.

Which of the following is true?
a) A badge may be lent out to another employee as long as they are
employed by the same company and have been given the same access.
b) An individual entering or exiting through a secured gate/door must ensure
that the secured gate/door closes behind them prior to leaving the vicinity
of the secured gate/door
c) An individual that provides escort to another individual(s) only needs to
provide an escort through the secured gate/door and is no longer
responsible for the escorted individual(s) once the secured gate/door
closes
d) All of the above

21.

What conditions may limit visibility on the airfield ramp?
a) Fog
b) Snow
c) Nighttime
d) All of the above

22.

What should you do to increase your visibility on the airfield ramp?
a) Wear reflector vests.
b) Wear clothing which contrasts to the area.
c) Stay in welllit areas as much as possible.
d) All of the above.

23.

What security situation(s) should an individual report to Airport Security
LEO?
a) Suspicious or unusual activity on the airfield.
b) Security breach.
c) Lost or stolen badge.
d) All of the above.
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24.

Penalties for violating the JNU Airport Security rules may include all of the
following except:
a) Fines by the State of Alaska
b) Federal Enforcement measures and prosecution
c) TSA civil penalties
d) Fines by the Airport

25.

Which of the following statements is true regarding JNU Airport security and
identification/access media?
a) The Airport may, upon direction by the TSA or FAA, limit or close access
to portions of the airport and airport perimeter at any time that it has been
determined that changes or heightened security warrants such action.
b) Only the Federal Aviation Administration can revoke a badge privilege.
c) Only the Transportation Security Administration can revoke a badge
privilege.
d) The Airport never revokes badge privileges.

************************************************************************
END OF WRITTEN TEST

For those persons whose duties require them to operate a vehicle on the
ramps, you will be required to train and test prior to receiving a
Driver’s License (DL) endorsement on your badge.
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